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Abstract. This article is dedicated to the problem of teaching military English to Ukrainian cadets at 

higher educational institutions.  The cadets’ needs and their future professional tasks were analyzed with a 
purpose of corresponding training materials selection and further development of effective methodology 
of  teaching English to Ukrainian cadets  at  English classes.  The research discussed in the article  showed 
that military briefing is a common, challenging and stimulating military communication situation 
containing relevant and functional English language material suitable for teaching English for military 
purposes. In the course of the research, 100 English military briefings were analyzed in terms of their 
vocabulary, grammar, style and structure. The examples of the exercises for teaching English for military 
purposes under this methodology were developed and discussed in this article.     

 
Future professional occupation of Ukrainian military university graduates requires participation in 

international military trainings, exercises, missions, peacekeeping, antiterrorist, searching, rescue 
operations under control of UNO and NATO. Undoubtedly, it is impossible without good English 
language skills as military communication requires: quick information exchange, actions coordination, 
reaching agreements and best decisions making. 

Since the mid-90s, Ukraine took steps to reform its education frameworks to be consistent with the 
Bologna Process. The country is constantly training military staff for foreign internships. The importance 
of language acquisition is emphasized in Minister of Defense Order [8], Regulations about teaching and 
scientific center of the Armed Forces of Ukraine [10] and other related documents.  

Practice shows that English communicative competence of Ukrainian cadets is not as a rule 
developed enough to satisfy current requirements (B2 level according to CEF [1], SLL2 level according to 
STANAG 6001 [6]). Military university graduates must speak logically, be accurate and convincing. 
Moreover, military speaking requires knowledge of military terminology, perfect understanding of 
military problems, the ability to attract other people’s attention, rephrase to avoid pauses. That is why the 
cadets should be taught English with consideration of their future professional needs and current 
requirements of CEF [1]  

The purpose of our research is to teach cadets flexible, logical and creative thinking by improving 
current methodology of teaching English for military purposes in Ukraine.   

Approaches to teaching English for military purposes vary at different military universities of 
Ukraine. The majority, however, starts with the general English course and moves on to English for 
Specific purposes after finishing it. For example, at Military Institute of Telecommunications and 
Information Technology of National Technical University of Ukraine “Kyiv Polytechnic University” 
military  English  starts  from  the  3rd year of studying. Ukrainian scientists consider the 3rd course as a 
period for productive speaking, when cadets switch from wording to the essence of speaking, are ready to 
understand special terminology, are deep into their specialty, and have their basic grammar and phonetic 
skills formed.  

Developing our exercises for teaching Ukrainian cadets to speak English, first of all, a well-known 
staged process of speaking production [7, 65-80], intentions of military speaking, and such features of 
military speaking as conciseness, accuracy, clarity, limited usage of gestures, mimes, and movements 
were taken into account. Also such factors influencing psychological state of Ukrainian cadets as their age 
(19-21), social isolation, gender peculiarities, combination of duties and studying, possibility to be on 
leave for several hours every day starting from the 3rd course were considered before developing 
exercises. 

To find the solid basis for exercises to teach English for military purposes real situations of officers’ 
communication were analyzed. It helped us to refer to military briefings. Briefings are direct, immediate, 
and interpersonal means of presenting information to commanders, staffs, or other audiences [2; 3]. 



Briefings are given to quickly provide listeners with information, to get people together conveniently and 
to decide how to act on military information.  

Furthermore, military briefings have different important features that should be considered in the 
process of teaching English for military purposes. It was found out that military briefings are 
communication oriented, complete in topic and sense, informative (contain facts, events, geographical 
names etc.), structurally unified, coherent, professionally oriented, mostly monologue, full of cultural 
information, situational, and authentic [9]. All these features should be considered in the process of 
development methodology of teaching English for military purposes.  

First of all, it was important to analyze the briefings in terms of linguistics. Thus, 100 military 
briefings taken from the official NATO site [5] and Peacekeeping English project of British Council [4] 
were analyzed. During the research the military terms used more than 5 times were selected and grouped 
into 6 topics presented below. The numbers in the brackets are used to refer to the times the military term 
was used in 100 military briefings.  

1) Subjects of war: NATO (788), secretary (573), general (507), department (178), personnel (86), 
group (85), Taliban (85), unit (85), Qadhafi (409), command (251), civilian (517), ambassador (204), 
Nation (181), ouncil (180), ally (144), partner (191), commander (204), colonel (131), terrorist (143), 
staff (95), deputy (94), member (84), leader (107), soldier (96), rebel (70), UN (86), headquarter (72), 
minister (83) and so on. 

2) Military events and ways of conducting military operations: mission (425), briefing (143), 
report (281), program (84), attack (268), training (267), operation (464), defense (255), course (183), 
intelligence (176), attack (212), violence (112), service (111), transition (110), resolution (95), terrorism 
(94), peace (93), leadership (93), call (92), strategy (91), cooperation (90), order (106), meeting (77), 
exercise (96), fighting (74), conflict (69), defence (68), campaign (59), counterterrorism (55). 

3) Qualities of war, its objects: nuclear (222), capability (202), national (185), combat (106), 
operational (99), foreign (98), major (96), united (388), official (16), specific (95), local (63). 

4) Military equipment: weapon (216), aircraft (120), missile (109), resource (87), equipment (87), 
asset (84), arm (85), vehicle (63), weapon (63), vehicle (41), helicopters (39), tank (38), missile (35), 
helicopter (30). 

5) Military objects: (including “Types and kinds of military units”): force (1045), army (302), corps 
(66), service (57), navy (47), marine (47), infantry (30), troop (206), aviation (21), artillery (18), reserve 
(15), brigades (14), company (13), battalion (12), regiment (11), section (10).  

6) Geographic names: Afghanistan (392), Libya (310), Iraq (262), Afghan (207), Pakistan (184), 
Russia (93), Syria (77), Iran (46), Korea (23), Somalia (17) and others. 

The linguistic material obtained as a result of the research will be used in the exercises for developing 
English military vocabulary skills of Ukrainian cadets. Of course, the list of groups is not exhaustive but 
can be useful for further researches of military briefings. The list highly depends on current military 
events in the society.  

It  is  worth  mentioning  that  many  military  terms  are  generic.  For  example,  generic  term “war”  can  
unify many concepts in 100 analyzed briefings such as biological warfare, civil war, global war, anti-air 
warfare, undersea warfare, and naval warfare. That’s why the above mentioned groups are closely 
connected with each other and their vocabulary helps to form different military terms.  

In addition, it was found out how “the military” concept is verbalized in 100 military briefings. The 
word MILITARY itself was used 748 times in 100 analyzed briefings though the concept comprising the 
whole range of military terms was used much more often than the word.  

Professional military vocabulary comprises professional terms as well as generally used words and 
official vocabulary. It was found out that the ratio of military terms among words with high frequency 
(more than 5 times) constituted 13% in analyzed briefings.  

As the research was done for the purposes of teaching English to increase the efficiency of learning 
the form and meaning of new words, it is necessary to develop specific exercises. To achieve this goal the 
methodology should include such exercises as grouping words corresponding to the topic of Military 
briefings by their formal and semantic peculiarities, establishing associations, completing schemes and 
tables, giving synonyms and English explanations to the terms and so on.  

For example, Exercise 1.  
Task: Work in pairs. Group the words and phrases according to the topic of military briefing. 

Discuss them with your partner. Prove your suggestions: 
 nerve agent called sarin, simulated casualties, chemical agents, panic about the bacteria, warning of 

an attack, Special Forces selection programme, 2-month airborne training, secret service number, 
detection equipment, threaten the bank teller with a shotgun, teach you how to camouflage, fight in Jungle 



conditions, fill two bags with money from the till, run out of the bank, jump into a getaway car near bank, 
no badges of rank, missing number plates, special Winter Warfare training in Norway, complete 24 
parachute jumps, physical training, stolen vehicle,25 thousand pounds, Reward of 10,000 pounds if the 
robbers are caught, join a Special Air Service, secret missions in enemy countries 

 
Simulated Chemical 

Attack 
Bank Robbery 
 

Special Forces 
 

   
Exercise 2.  
Task: a) Work in groups (maximum 15 cadets). Think of the names for the groups.  
b) Representative of group A: Take the card and stand in front of the class. You have 20 seconds to 

explain the meaning of the word so that your group can guess. If your group fails, group B gets the chance 
to guess and get a point. If group B fails, neither of the groups will get a point and teacher will explain the 
meaning of the word.  

c) Representative of group B: Now you have 20 seconds to explain the meaning of the word in the 
card for your group to guess. If your group fails, Group A gets the chance to guess and get a point. If 
group A fails, neither of the groups will get a point and teacher will explain the meaning of the word.  

 
NATO, secretary, general, department, personnel, groups, units, command, civilian, 

ambassador, Nations, ouncil, allies, partner, commander, colonel, terrorist, staff, deputy, members, 
leader, soldiers, rebel, UN, headquarter, minister, mission, briefing, report, program, attacks, 
training, operation, defense, course, intelligence, attack, violence, service, transition, resolution, 
terrorism, peace, leadership, call, strategy, cooperation, order, meeting, exercise, fighting, conflict, 
defence, campaign, counterterrorism. 

 
Morphological aspect of military briefings was also taken into account. Most basic grammar skills 

are already developed before teaching English for military purposes. However, to fill in the gaps in 
English Grammar knowledge of the cadets at classes it is worth doing corresponding exercises. To 
develop such exercises grammar tenses mostly used in 100 analyzed briefings were counted. The results 
of the research are presented below in Table:  

Table 1. 
Percentage ratio of grammar tenses used by military briefers 

 
Tense Percentage (%) 

Simple 
 

77% 
 

Continuous 8% 

Perfect 14%  

Perfect Continuous 1% 
 
 According to Table 1 Simple group is most frequently used in military briefings. It is caused by 

the fact that Present Simple expresses states, opinions, features of objects, schedule, orders, and 
instructions. As for Past Simple, it was used more than 4397 times in 100 analyzed briefings. That is why 
the tenses mentioned above shall be the grammar focus while developing the abilities of Ukrainian cadets 
to hold and organize military briefings. To fill the grammar gaps related to English military briefings it is 
necessary to develop special exercises aimed at improvement of English grammar competence of 
Ukrainian cadets. Some of such exercises are presented below.  

For example, exercise 3.  
Task: a) Read the following abstract from the information military briefing.  
There was a road accident which involved a military staff car and a civilian saloon car. There were 3 

soldiers in the military vehicle and 2 civilians in the saloon car. One soldier was injured and one civilian 
was also injured, although not seriously. The injured were both taken to hospital by ambulance. Civilian 
police told us that they thought that the civilian car was guilty because it drove through a red light in 
Smith Street and collided with the military vehicle at the traffic junction.  



b) Answer the following questions. What tense does the briefer use to give accurate facts? Does he 
use Passive Voice and Reported Speech?  

c) Complete the gaps of another information military briefing about joint exercise:  
The exercise _____ (take) place during most of June and _____ (involve) British, American and 

mixed European Forces. The reason for the exercise was the growing threat of renewed hostility world-
wide and the increased need for Peace-making and Peace-keeping forces. The joint forces _____ (involve) 
Land and Air-forces from all the participating countries and it _____ (decide) that the language used 
would be English. All Nations _____ (agree) to this and the non-English speaking countries _____ (say) 
they would ensure that soldiers _____ (choose) for the exercise _____ (be) competent English-speakers. 
The exercise_____ (last) for 2 weeks and _____ (began) simulated peacekeeping missions similar to those 
in Bosnia and Kosovo. 

It is also extremely important to teach Ukrainian cadets stylistic features of English military 
briefings.  For  this  purpose  it  is  necessary  to  consider  the  results  of  linguistic  analysis  of  100  military  
briefings mentioned above. The research showed that military briefings have military-informational 
content and obtain typical features of business-related official discourse. That is why the briefer shouldn’t 
emotionally or unofficially represent the information at military briefing.  

For example, to attract the audience’s attention, the speaker should use the following phrases: Our 
goal is…, Our mission is…, Their aim is not to…, Now onto your duties…, Now for the details. Official 
tone is reached when the briefer avoids emotional expressions, metaphors, and figures of speech 
(anecdotes, jokes, hyperbole). Rheme is usually in the first place. Ellipses and verbal forms are commonly 
used in military briefings as they are very concise. 

The vocabulary used in briefings makes them convincing, clear and accurate. It was found out that 
briefers tend to avoid abstract lexical units, lengthy introductions, convoluted explanations, and 
comprehensive summaries. They use many military terms that are usually not explained as it is supposed 
that listeners know them well. But it is important that briefers quickly get to the point, and highlight all 
important sides of the military issues. Undoubtedly, it requires thorough preparation before the briefing.  

One more important fact about teaching Ukrainian cadets stylistic aspects of English briefings should 
also be considered. This concerns the stylistic features of the structural components of military briefings. 
The majority of the analyzed military briefings have 3 parts: introduction, development, and conclusion. 
This concerns any of 4 types of military briefings including information, mission, decision, and staff [2; 
3]. That is why these features should obviously be briefly considered in this article.  

In the introduction the  briefer  greets  people  (Good morning, gentlemen; Ladies and Gentlemen, 
good afternoon to you al; Welcome to this meeting of NATO Defense Ministers), presents the briefing 
(Today I would like to brief you on; I have been invited to give you a briefing on; Today I’m going to tell 
you about; Here are the details of), presents himself/herself (For those of you that I haven’t had a chance 
to introduce myself yet to, I’m …; I'm General Jack Singlaub. I was the former commander of …; My 
name is ..), presents other speaker (special welcome today to Colonel Roland Lavoie, who's …; we've got 
our guest Brigadier General Patrick Wouters …; I’d like to introduce Colonel Skip Sadler who), explains 
time procedure and plan (I plan to be brief; let me briefly bring you up to date with …; I’ll only take 
minutes of your time.., I will say a few things on Libya and then …; Before I hand over to him, let me give 
you this week's overview; We’re going to do a two-part briefing today; First, I will brief you on …), 
purpose of the briefing (I’ve called you together today to inform you about …; I have asked you here to 
give you the full details of ..), thanks (First of all, thank you for inviting me today; And would like to thank 
…; thank you very much for coming; Thank you, everyone, for joining us),  warns  (I must tell you that 
anything you learn from now on is absolutely top secret and you are advised not to tell anyone what you 
learn; First of all, I have to say that we are aware that ...). 

In the main part the briefer highlights the main problem (And we will begin by…; Now for the 
details...; Now onto your duties), explains tasks and states decisions (Our goal throughout this conflict has 
been to… ; Our mission is to prevent … ; the NATO mission is …), comments charts, slides (Next chart, 
please; Slide one, please; By the way, these pictures will …; The first picture shows you…; I'd like you to 
look at this chart/graph). 

In the closing part the briefer brings people to the end of his/her briefing (That brings me to the end 
of my briefing),  summarizes  what  was  said  (Just maybe to summarize briefly; Let's summarise briefly 
what we've looked at...), makes up a conclusion (In conclusion... Finally), congratulates on completing a 
difficult task (This was a very successful operation and I congratulate all concerned),  asks  for  the  
questions and answers them (Now I'll try to answer any questions you may have; I will be happy to take 
questions; Are there any questions?), expresses thanks (I’d like to close with a special word of thanks; 
Thank you for your attention; Thank you all). 



Decision briefings have some specific features that should be mentioned here because they differ 
from the other types of briefings. Such briefings usually contain the recommended solution resulting from 
the previous analysis of a military problem. In the main part there is a discussion where the briefer 
suggests the solutions, states assumptions, gives arguments and justifications. In the conclusion of the 
briefing the decision maker approves or disapproves the briefer’s solutions.  

Methodology of teaching military English to Ukrainian cadets briefly discussed here also includes 
exercises aimed at development of stylistic competence of students. Such exercises may include choosing 
the correct beginning, and ending, correcting the style of military briefings, analysis of the briefing’s 
structure, creating schemes, plans, indentifying or unifying parts of military briefings etc. Examples of 
such exercises are presented below (exercises 4-5).   

For example, exercise 4.  
Task: a) You are participating in the international military training. To prepare your own military 

briefing for tomorrow read the example you got in the card. (The teacher gives an example of information 
military briefing). 

b) Try to guess the main reason for the briefing and its potential audience. Present your ideas to the 
class. 

c) Think of the headline for the briefing. Suggest suitable opening and closing paragraphs (You can 
choose appropriate phrases from the box in your card).  

Opening Closing 
GREETING Civilian and military authorities; 

Friend; Good morning, everybody, Good afternoon 
to you all; Welcome to this meeting; Officers, 
Ladies and Gentlemen; Ladies and Gentlemen; 
Dear Chairman; Good morning; gentlemen; Ladies 
and Gentlemen;  

PRESENTATION OF THE BRIEFING Today I 
would like to brief you on; I have been invited to 
give you a briefing on; Today I’m going to tell you 
about; Here are the details of; Today I want to 
inform you about;  I would like to start by saying 
that;  

PLAN  OF  THE  BRIEFING  I  will  say  a  few  
things on; I'd just like to give you an overview of 
what's happened over the past few days; My 
briefing will be divided into 3 parts. First... 
Second...Third..; We'll make a short opening 
statement. And then we'll have time for only a few 
questions this evening; let me give you this week's 
overview;  

SUMMARIZING Just maybe to summarize 
briefly; Let's summarize briefly what we've looked 
at;  

CONCLUSIONS In conclusion... Finally That 
concludes my brief; That brings me to the end of my 
briefing;  

HOPES Hope everything will go to plan 
QUESTIONS Now I'll try to answer any 

questions you may have; That concludes my 
statement and I will be happy to take questions; Are 
there any questions?; Have you any questions?; 
Any questions?; I welcome your questions, either in 
Ukrainian or in English; I look forward to some of 
your questions;  

GRATITUDE Thank you for your 
attention; Thank you very much for this 
opportunity; So thank you all very much. I hope 
that was helpful; I thank you very much for coming 
and listening to me, thank you very much; Thank 
you very much indeed to everybody. Thank you all.  
Appreciate it… . 

 
d) Underline the sentence or words of the briefing that best summarize the main idea of each 

paragraph. Draw up a plan for the briefing. 
Exercise 5.  
Task: a) Read the military briefing. Present linking words or phrases used in the briefing to the class. 
Choose the best synonyms for them from the table. 
 

        To list points   
First of all=firstly=to start/begin with 
Secondly/in addition/furthermore/ 
moreover/besides 
Thirdly/finally/last 
Finally=lastly 
To introduce examples 
For example/instance/such as/like/               
in particular/therefore/                                       
for this reason/as/because/as a result 

       To join ideas 
Furthermore/Moreover/Similarly/                
What is more/also 
To explain reason 
Due to/because of/owing to/                             
on account of 
To conclude 
In conclusion/to sum up/all in all/last/              
all things considered/                                
Taking everything into account 



 
b) Work in groups of 5. Complete the briefing in the card with the biggest number of suitable linking 

words or phrases. 
Notwithstanding other important features of the methodology briefly discussed in this article it 

should be noted that most attention is paid to the development of productive skills of Ukrainian cadets 
studying military English (exercises 6-8).  

For example, Exercise 6. 
Task: a) Work in groups (A and B).  Each team is a group of staff officers responsible for submitting 

summarized information about the briefing in the card to be provided to another team. For this purpose the 
team members should choose only 10 key words or phrases that best summarize the briefing. Having 
exchanged information cards, proceed with Part b. of the Task.  

b) Using the key words and phrases in the card you’ve obtained from another team try to find out as 
much information as possible about the briefing. You have only 5 minutes to develop your briefing and 
deliver it. The group with the best structured, well-organized and the closest to the original briefing wins.  

Exercise 7.  
Task: Work in small groups of 2-3. You are staff officers participating in the United Nations 

Peacekeeping Mission in Cote d’Ivoire. UNO and NATO delegations are visiting Cote d’Ivoire. Prepare a 
briefing where you outline the current situation of Cote d’Ivoire and the major aspects of your mission. 
You can use the information below. 

Cote d’Ivoire 
On November 27, 2010, Alassane Ouattara was elected president of Cote d’Ivoire. The elections 

were peaceful, and international observers commended the Ivoirian people for their high rate of 
participation. The United Nations, the Economic Community of West African States, ECOWAS, the 
African Union, and the international community writ large have reaffirmed President Ouattara’s victory 
over former President Laurent Gbagbo. 

Since December, Laurent Gbagbo has refused to step down in defiance of the international 
community and the will of the Ivorian people. Over the past four months, the people of Cote d’Ivoire have 
lived through a political crisis that has devastated their economy, created a humanitarian crisis that 
threatens the region, and led to the deaths of over 400 Ivoirian citizens. 

UN peacekeeping mission in Cote d’Ivoire 
 11,000 peacekeepers supplemented by French military units that are a part of that UN 

peacekeeping force 
 Ivoirian citizens – large refugee flows out into Liberia and to neighboring states 
 The United States contributes about 25 percent of the financial wherewithal to all international 

peacekeeping operations 
 President Ouattara has outlined a plan for reconciliation 

Exercise 8. 
Task: a) Study the information in the card to learn more about your military role.  
b) Start milling around the room greeting other guests of the briefing by shaking hands and finding 

out more information about each other. 
For example: Introduce yourself, please. (Answers like these: Sergeant Borysenko; I am a news 

reporter /political representative/ military representative. My name is…). 
What are your responsibilities and duties? 
c) The briefing is starting and all guests sit down. Listen attentively to the briefing. Be ready to ask 

the questions.  
For the purpose of development the creativity of the cadets the methodology includes corresponding 

exercises envisaging development and preparation of briefings by the Ukrainian cadets. Such exercises are 
not only aimed at development of creative thinking of Ukrainian cadets but also facilitate indirect 
improvement of their English communicative competence (exercises 9-11).  

For example, exercise 9.  
Task: a) A multinational exercise is planned to be held in the UK. You are one of the military 

commanders responsible for emergency procedures in case of a terrorist attack. There are two candidate 
platoons Alfa and Beta. Prepare decision briefing describing 

- advantages and disadvantages of Alfa and Beta 
- their experience 
- language skills 
 Suggest your decision to decision makers, justify your choice.  
Exercise 10.  



Task: You are the commander of the First Platoon. A week ago your squadron reinforced UN 
peacekeeping force on the ground in Darfur (a region of the W Sudan) with a robust mandate to protect 
civilians.  

Prepare the briefing on the situation highlighting the following things: 
- The terrain 
- The location 
- Enemy’s intentions, strength, weapon 
- Your mission 
Exercise 11. 
Task: You are the staff officer responsible for the military equipment. Your soldiers will be trained 

for the allied troops, who have been securing the country of Iraq over the last decade. Specialized personal 
equipment for the desert soldier is absolutely essential to maintain an efficient armed force. Prepare the 
staff briefing on the most useful pieces of desert equipment for each desert soldier. 

In conclusion it should be stated that using military briefings at classes of English for military 
purposes is very effective for development of English communicative competence of Ukrainian cadets. 
For this purpose the methodology briefly discussed in this article has been developed with consideration 
of current requirements of Ukrainian military university programs, general didactic and methodological 
principles for teaching English as well as psychological features of Ukrainian cadets and includes 
different groups of exercises aimed at development grammar, lexical, stylistic competence of cadets, their 
productive skills and creative thinking.  
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